
AN ARGUMENT AGAINST THE RISE OF TECHNOLOGY IN TODAYS

SOCIETY

I believe we have a moral obligation to increase the power and presence of technology in the world, but not everyone
believes that â€” to put it.

We need to be aware that different Internet platforms provide widely different privacy experiences. The
Internet has removed all communication barriers. Boyd and Ellison , 2 Social networking uses, in time
globally spent, surpassed e-mail in November  Normal human relations â€” those done face to face â€” require
a whole set of rules of engagement that keep our innate selfish instincts in check. Therefore, the battle over the
human mind is largely played out in the process of socialized communication. Top image: Courtesy of
Thinkstock L. The last year alone has seen an outpouring of commentary, including some 20 trade books,
arguing that our digital habits are harming individual welfare and tearing up the social fabric. My answer
compares the next decade to the current situation, not to the time prior to the digital life. Additionally, there
are now generalized programming APIs that provide the ability to make essentially ANY application or
website habituating for its users. With any luck, future generations will find remote-controlled drone
assassinations and similar distance-killing e. Without the medicines people would die from many of the
illnesses we take for granted, medicine itself is only a stop gap until technology is invented that can directly
intervene at the cellular level. This is the liberating potential of the Internet made material practice by these
social networking sites. Most users go on the site every day. Basically, every job that includes following the
rules and making few decisions. It will simply drift back to propaganda. The technologies that 50 years ago we
could only dream of in science fiction novels, which we then actually created with so much faith and hope in
their power to unite us and make us freer, have been co-opted into tools of surveillance, behavioral
manipulation, radicalization and addiction. Many of the purposes formerly served by other items now involve
using our smartphones. However, as in all great technological revolutions, digital life has and will continue to
have a dark side. Technology is in opposition to nature. Consider, for a moment, the latest buzzword:
blockchain. Thus, people live their physical lives but increasingly connect on multiple dimensions in SNS.


